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Tutorial questions are starred. Advanced questions are marked A.

1∗ Stock Returns and Volatility.

(a) The file $of2/S rio.txt contains the daily closing share prices for Ri-
oTinto adjusted for share splits and dividends from 22-Aug-2008 back
to 20-Aug-2007. Copy the file to your current directory using the unix
command
cpi $of2/S rio.txt .

(The period in the command indicates the current directory.) Load the
file into the vector S rio in Matlab using the Matlab command
load S rio.txt

Plot the adjusted share price of RioTinto against trading days using the
commands
len=length(S_rio);

plot(len:-1:1,S_rio)

(b) Calculate the % daily returns of RioTinto using
R_rio=100*(S_rio(1:len-1)-S_rio(2:len))./S_rio(2:len);

Plot a histogram of R rio using the command
hist(R rio,20)

Calculate the mean daily return µ and the standard deviation σ using
the functions mean and std. In the same figure plot the pdf of a normal
(Gaussian) distribution,

f(x) =
1√
2πσ

e−(x−µ)2/2σ2

, −∞ < x <∞,

with mean µ and variance σ2, from x = µ− 3σ to x = µ+ 3σ using 101
points with the commands
hold on
x=linspace(mu-3*sigma,mu+3*sigma,101);

y=exp(-(x-mu).^2/(2*sigma^2))/(sqrt(2*pi)*sigma);

plot(x,y*(len-1))

Does R rio look normally distributed? What are the annualised values
of µ and σ?

(c) Repeat Parts (a) and (b) for the NAB using the data in the file $of2/S nab.txt.

(d) Calculate the covariance and correlation matrices of the % daily returns of
RioTinto and NAB using the functions cov and corrcoef. What are the
covariance and correlation coefficients of the % daily returns of RioTinto
and NAB? What are the annualised values?



2. Discrete Distributions Plot the probability functions of the following dis-
crete distributions for several different values of their parameters.

(a) Binomial Distribution. X is the number of successes in n independent
trials where p is the probability of success in a single trial. The probability
function is

pk =

(
n

k

)
pkqn−k , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n,

with mean µ = np and variance σ2 = npq, where q = 1 − p. You can
generate pk using the MATLAB code
for i=0:n P(i+1)=nchoosek(n,i)*p^i*(1-p)^(n-i);end

(b) Poisson Distribution. X is the number of successes in some interval given
the average number m of successes in that interval. The probability func-
tion is

pr = mre−m/r! , r = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,∞,

with mean µ = m and variance σ2 = m.

(c) Geometric Distribution. X is the number of independent trials to achieve
the first success, given p is probability of success of a single trial.

pk = qk−1p , k = 1, 2, . . . ,∞,

with mean µ = 1/p and variance σ2 = q/p2.

3. Continuous Distributions Plot the probability density functions of the fol-
lowing continuous distributions for several different values of their parameters.

(a) Uniform Distribution. X is uniformly distributed on the interval (a, b) if
its pdf is given by

f(x) =

{ 1
b−a , if a < x < b;

0, otherwise;

with mean µ = 1
2 (a+ b) and variance σ2 = 1

12 (b− a)2.

(b) Exponential Distribution. The pdf is

f(x) =

{ 1
λe

−x/λ, if x > 0;

0, otherwise;

with mean µ = λ and variance σ2 = λ2.


